
“Asking” a knowledgeable person is faster, cheaper, and more enjoyable 
than researching a topic on your own. Isn't it?

Founders Basecamp



Digital disruption accelerates the pace of change
At the current churn rate, 75% of the S&P 500 will be replaced by 2027



Industrial

• Large upfront 

planning

• Annual budget

• Silo departments

Agile

• Continuous steering

• incremental funding

• Cross functional 

teams

Operations

Incremental 

• Quarterly impact 

• High ROI

• Done in house

Disruptive

• >3 years impact

• Cannibalisation

• Leveraging open 

ecosystem

Innovation

Adjusting to the new Digital deal : Big changes for Big 
companies



London is arguably at the very heart of this 
digital transformation

Startups Corporat

e



From the “Innovator’s Dilemma” book to Corporate 
Startup Programs : The urge to open up your company

• Your objectives here should be among : 
• Fast iterations on current business problems / opportunities
• Sourcing agile and innovative suppliers/partners
• Detecting emerging trends and technology
• Transforming your executive culture
• Investing into disruptive / new business area, or locking innovations away from competitors 



Nathalie Michel has a 10 person innovation 
team that tours the BU (BNP, Cardif, BNL,..) 
to generate such briefs. They are submitted 
annnualy (frequency to increase in 2016) to 
startups / external developers via 
international hackathons. The winning 
hacks will be accelerated for 3 months in 
very close cooperation of the relevant BU 
VP to achieve (Co creation, change of 
culture)

Alessandro Hatami (now run by Claire 
Calmejane) have ramped up in 2 years time 
a 60 people internal team dedicated to 
innovation, from start-up relations to 
internal fast prototyping. Then run 40 pilots 
per year, with a third being actually 
commercially rolled out, and recharge 
100% of their 3m£ annual budget to the 
bank BU

Detecting and solving current business problems, or fast 
prototyping for emerging opportunities via Hackathons
Internal ideas generation/contests often generate valuable insights from front lines (customer driven) 
or spot underperforming/frustrating internal processes bottlenecks. Turned into brief, they clearly 
express some latent problems or business needs that are submitted to internal innovation team or to 
external partners (hackathons, startup program) for fast prototyping

Jeremy Basset has setup Unilever Foundry, 
a 3 steps program (pitch, pilot, partner) : In 
18 months, 100+ briefs generated 80 
projects with 40 being commercially 
deployed across some of Unilevers’ brands 
portfolio.

https://fr.linkedin.com/in/natalie-michel-468ba32
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/aehatami
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/clairecalmejane
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/jeremybasset


Detecting trends, sourcing emerging innovations, and 
transforming your exec culture : Startup accelerators

Standalone startups can benefit from the proximity with corporates who have brand, distribution 
channels to an existing B2C or B2B customer base and scale. In turn, corporates can detect & trial 
innovative approaches, and bring some of their executives closer to an entrepreneurial mindset.

Carlos Dominguo started Telefonica corporate 
accelerator in 2011. It supported ~300 startups
from 12 local centres across Europe and Latam, 
and features 2 FTE staff dedicated to generate 
synergies with Telefonica BUs. 60 pilots and 37 
contracts has been signed so far for ~5m£ annual 
budget. Among them, Qudini a versatile retail 
queue management system, has been deployed 
in 17 Telefonica local operations retail stores. 

Nektarios Liolios created Startup bootcamp Fintech as 
a pooled corporate accelerator program, where 4 
Financial services blue chips cofund for 100k£ annual 
budget a 10 strong cohort startups, without the 
requirement to take equity in the program startups, 
but to allocate 20 exec as mentors for a few hours 
per months. 5 of Rabobank BUs have signed trials 
with 4 of the ~20 cohorts’ startups over the last 2 
years.

Barclays outsourced its corporate accelerator to 
Techstars, a well established early stage 
Accelerator in US/UK/South Africa and Tel Aviv. 
Barclays doesn't takes minority stakes but provides 
mentors and on a case by case basis access to its 
distribution channels. Startups often will do 
business banking with Barclays. In addition to the 
credibility from Barclays branding/PR , the startup
cohorts get strong visibility to Barclays VC and 
M&A deal flow.   

https://ae.linkedin.com/in/carlosdomingo
http://www.qudini.com/products/
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nekliolios


Addressing a specific market niche with a standalone 
start-up, next to your core business/channels: Venture 
builders

Corporate can build their own startups to address a specific market opportunity that requires little 
integration with the core business (brand, distribution channels, IT systems,..) They can do this in 
house, or by partnering with startup studios / venture builders, companies specialised in building 
startups on behalf of their clients, usually in exchange of fee + equity.

There are as well plenty of independent 
agencies/venture builder boutiques addressing 
this growing need, with models ranging from fee 
based development to co-investment to brand 
licensing. Some don’t work for Corporates but 
are closed to a VC fund who will develop its own 
opportunities, partnering with entrepreneurs to 
run and grow them and using their in house 
development resources.

Orange’s “Next” program started in 2007, where the 
company realised that some adjacent markets were 
best addressed by standalone products vs creating a 
new product line in house. The 1st rounds of product 
were clones of Flickr (photo cloud management), 
Spotify, Whatsapp (with Libon still running and 
growing to this day), but more interestingly, Orange 
build a separate fully digital Mobile Telecom company 
in a few markets (eg Amena in Spain) to counter new 
entrants, and building a modern infrastructure which 
could eventually replace the legacy ones.

BCG-DV (for Digital Ventures), and Booz are 
traditional management consulting but they 
enriched their offer in 2015 by offering their clients 
to co-invest to build and grow standalone startups
to address some specific opportunities. They do 
this by co-investing and co-developing the product, 
bringing agile digital development resources, share 
part of the equity, and a exit plan if the startup is 
successful and their corporate client wants to 
ultimately fully control it.



Detecting, sourcing, and securing access to emerging 
innovations : Corporate VC

Orange and Publicis co-invested 200m 
Euros in 2012 into IRIS capital, a corporate 
VC vehicle that invest for them in the 
emerging digital, ad tech, and mobile 
startups, allowing these 2 corporate giants 
to keep an edge on emerging technology 
and innovative business models. 

Understanding early on that “Fintech” was a repetition 
of  the Telecom’s OTT and the Pharmaceutical’s  
Biotech models, BBVA started early 2013 a 100m$ 
corporate fund in the silicon valley, as the “most 
efficient and effective access to emerging trends and 
disruptive innovation” according to Carlos Torres Vela, 
ex CDO promoted COO of the group. It differentiates 
from non traditional tech / corporate VC by offering 
industry credibility, and privileded access to its 50+m 
customers, 20000 ATMs, 8000 branches, in 33 countries 

GSK invested over $680 million in 
biotech groups since 1985. The 
Pharmaceutical was one of the 1st to 
be disrupted by cheaper access to 
technology, reconfiguring the 
industry value chain with hundreds of 
small agile labs, still requiring the big 
group synergies when it comes to 
scale (testing drugs, producing them 
at scale, marketing and distributing 
them across markets)

Facebook “little red book”, given to all new hires, clearly states that if Facebook doesn’t create what 
kills Facebook, someone else will (like Dropbox, a hot billion $ valued startup, is being disrupted by 
Slack). Constantly screening for, and taking minority stakes in, helps to controlling potential future 
disruptors   

https://es.linkedin.com/in/carlos-torres-vila-81143345


Corporate development and fast strategic transitions, or 
locking exclusive access to innovation : Traditional M&A

Traditional corporate development is still extremely relevant in many strategic situations. But in 
some ways, the previous means start looking very much the LEAN approach to M&A, considered by 
some as an expensive and sign of lack of anticipation of changes in business models.

BBVA entered the UK market via the investment of 
£45 million for a ~30% stake in the 1st mobile only 
banking startup being granted a license in the UK. 
This approach is considerably faster than applying 
for a banking license and starting operations from 
scratch in a new country 

Tesco’s BlinkBox acquisition turned out a financial 
fiasco, but allowed a startuper become CDO orthe
world #X retailer. HE introduced agile practices, and 
turned what was a monolithic IT/IS product roadmap 
half outsourced in India, into 41 different business 
processes, interconnected via the use of API, thus 
allowing each of them to progress at their own 
speed, drastically reducing the pace of its evolution 
cycles. 

Nokia has a history of re-invention, from 
paper mill to rubber boots, smarthpones
and mobile telecom equiments. Nokia 
Growth Partners, a 700m$ fund created 
with the proceed of the sale of the Mobile 
and Services BU to  Microsoft, is now 
taking Nokia to its future incarnation.



Get in touch at francois.blanc@foundersbasecamp.vc

Founders Basecamp was founded by Francois Blanc, an 
ex management consultant, ex mobile telecom 
executive, entrepreneur, and startup advisor.

He works and live in London, where he developed a 
network spanning from most FTSE100 and CAC40 
corporates, to the Startup ecosystem (Angels, VC, 
Accelerators)

He sits on the advisory board of a handful of selected 
innovative companies, including (Sorry as a Service, 
Oinky, Tradle, Weave, and Phoxygen)

mailto:francois.blanc@foundersbasecamp.vc
https://sorryasaservice.com/
https://savewithoinky.com/
http://tradle.io/
https://weave.io/
http://www.phoxygen.com/


Tesco, the 2nd largest retailer in the world, made the acquisition of BlinkBox, a film 
and music streaming service in 2011, and eventually sold it 3 years later, with a net 
loss of 40m. 

But what they have earn in the process is a dramatic change in the way they 
operate the digital aspect of their retail business: 

Michael Comish, who was BlinkBox CEO, started sitting at the executive committee 
in 2013 as Chief Digital Officer. He dramatically revamped some key parts of the 
organisation, creating 7 digital distribution product lines organised in typical “Agile” 
way. They were mostly staffed with new hires, so a new breed of digital native 
managers mingles with the rest of the traditional retail business lines, running each 
product categories. 

Even more importantly, and directly inspired by the way Facebook or Amazon 
operates, he turned what was a monolithic IT/IS product roadmap into 41 different 
business processes, interconnected via the use of API, thus allowing each of them to 
progress at their own speed, drastically reducing the pace of its evolution cycles. 

Tesco digital transformation : the insider story



Leverage an innovative startup service to 
“re-enchant” your customer relationship

68% of customer churn can be traced back to a bad customer service experience. 
These bad experiences cost businesses around the world over $338bn every year. 

British Telecom, the UK telecom incumbent, started using “Sorry as a Service”, a 
startup that “ships” personalised “sorries” in 2015. 

Like many businesses, BT occasionally messes up, which generates complaints in 
their contact centres. Problems are usually solved quickly, but in order to restore a 
strong emotional connection with the brand, Sorry as a Service” ships, 24h after the 
complaint resolution, a thoughtful hand written personal card (or another 
personalised physical gift) as a sincere and personal apology 

And as the song goes, ”Sorry seems the hardest word”, but it’s not the only one : 
They’ll soon ship “thank you”’s and other small attentions to constantly delight their 
user base and build a sustained differentiation through a very personal customer 
experience.



LEAN startup approaches in non digital 
environments : test new high street retail space or 
concept

Building a retail presence used to be a big and risky upfront investment 

which has to be carefully planned.

"Appear Here" launched in 2012 as an online marketplace for short-

term retail space. It allows Landlords to list their empty space on the 

platform, and brands to book it, as easily as booking a hotel room. 

With 1000 short-term retail locations in the UK, about 10k brands such 

as Google, Tate, Moleskine and Diageo as well as smaller 

independents and entrepreneurs have used it over the last 3 years.

EE partnered with Appear Here for the launch of the Pop Up UK 

campaign, by offering a 4G pop-up bundle, giving shop owners an 

instant 4G connection for 30 days and additional products including the 

iZettle portable card reader.



Leverage an innovative startup product to 
improve customers experience and stay 
ahead of the “blockchain” developments

Banks and Telecom on boarding is a cumbersome process for consumers. They need 
to provide proof of identity and address (for KYC-AML purpose), which they typically 
don’t carry with them when they enter a retail shop or a branch to open an account.

Tradle is an innovative startup that enables Telecom and Banks to store customers 
KYC information, in a secure and “portable” way in the blockchain, the protocol that 
underpins the bitcoin cryptocurrency.

Rabobank started several different trials to test the technology for its Business 
Units’ use cases, helping providing a smother experience for its customers, 
generating a new revenue line when “porting” the KYC to a 3rd party corporate, and 
as well gaining significant technical and commercial experience on this promising 
blockchain technology, which experts forecast will be extremely disruptive in the 
coming decade.



Leverage an innovative startup product to reduce 
online fraud and increase cybersecurity

E-Commerce and M-Commerce are booming and innovative, but so is card fraud. 
Stolen cards used to transact in Card-not-present fraud (CNPF) cost merchants 
billions each year and in some countries constitute 70% of all online fraud. The 3D 
Secure systems mandated in many markets are not even effective in actually 
tracking and eliminating organized fraud crime. Worse, they are just conversion 
killers. 

Cybertonica is a spinoff from Yandex (the Russian equivalent of Google), which built 
a technology using machine learning algorithms and specific data about transaction 
behaviours to build real-time dynamic responses to fraudsters which allows up to 
50% more legitimate customers to complete their purchases without further 
checks. Trials with a tier 1 Mobile Telecom company lower the abandonment rate 
by up to 40%, and supported them to better understand the vulnerability of their 
different payment platforms.


